Over the last six months, which have felt endless yet fleeting, many hundreds of nurses have died.

There are few precedents for deaths of nurses on this scale -- only wars and pandemics have taken the lives of this many health workers. While their families and friends have grieved in private, the public commemoration of these nurses' deaths has been playing out on the political stage in ways reminiscent of previous crises.

The New York University professor Marita Sturken has described public memorials as "moments in which shifting discourses of history, personal memory, and cultural memory converge... in a tangle of narratives" ([@bib0001]). The control of those narratives, as several prominent historical examples of the deaths of nurses reveal, is constantly churning, before, during and after public acts of memorialisation. And while the dominant narrative ordinarily reflects the richest or most privileged group in the ensemble, history has also shown that is not inevitable.

In the public discourse around the deaths of nurses and other health workers in recent weeks, the voices of bereaved families have gone largely unheard, while politicians have had a platform on which to tell their version of the story. And in that story, the dominant narrative has centred around a word that has been incessantly repeated: *sacrifice*. It is not likely that sacrifice is how nurses themselves would have seen their own deaths -- it is more probable that they felt unsafe and afraid at work but with little agency (and sometimes inadequate equipment) to protect themselves. But for those in power, 'sacrifice' conveniently retells the stories of premature death in a way that sublimates anger, grief and powerlessness into pride, bravery and individual choice.

In May, President Trump described nurses and doctors as "warriors -- and they are warriors aren\'t they? When you see them going into those hospitals... and they\'re running into death just like soldiers run into bullets ([@bib0002])." Story-telling along these lines has been echoed by leaders across the world. If nurses become 'soldiers,' they can be made brave, self-sacrificing, valorous and heroic; they lose their vulnerability, and there is no-one (but themselves) to be held accountable for their deaths. For politicians, 'sacrifice' and 'warriors' are convenient narratives, having several purposes: suppressing or diverting anger, promoting nationalistic feeling, or even forgetting.

A prominent example of the messy convergence of public and private memory lies in the story of Edith Cavell (1865--1915), a British nurse who was executed in October 1915 by a German firing squad for "conveying troops to the enemy," and immediately became a symbol of nationalistic martyrdom in Britain -- a bitter irony given some of her last words: "Patriotism is not enough. I must have no hatred or bitterness for anyone."

On her death, the responsibility for Cavell\'s memorialisation was swiftly taken away from her grieving family, and exploited by the British state. Her name was used in propaganda for recruitment to the British army, and a 10 ft statue standing in Trafalgar Square beneath an epigraph, 'For King and Country' was commissioned by an all-male committee. Cavell\'s words on patriotism were added to the base of the statue only after a years-long campaign by a group of Suffragist women, who petitioned the government to include something of the real Cavell on this marble misrepresentation of the nurse. In her biography of Cavell, Diana Souhami notes that Cavell\'s family were asked by the committee how she should be memorialised, and her sister had suggested a home for retired nurses, saying specifically "no monuments." Souhami has counted more than 600 monuments of various sizes to Cavell erected or named since this plea, including a mountain in Canada and a volcanic mass on Jupiter ([@bib0003]).

While the London statue and other later memorials for Cavell deliberately evoke some idea of physical strength, most representations immediately after her death in 1915 depicted her as a lifeless, crumpled body bearing the Red Cross and a bullet hole in her chest, towered over by a German solider. These were the images used by the British government to increase enlistment to the armed forces.

These two types of effigy -- the strong, upright marble statue and the images of the murdered nurse -- had different political purposes, on either side of a war during which women\'s roles changed enormously. Nearly a century later, the 2005 Monument to the Women of World War II on Whitehall, London was criticised for falsely representing women\'s role in the aftermath of that crisis. The memorial depicts not women themselves but only their empty clothing, with notes from the design explaining "Now the war is over they have hung up their war garments and returned..." -- a retelling of these women\'s history which erases the truth of how their wartime work was a crucial part of their changing political identities in the mid 20th century. ([@bib0004])

In the 20th Century, modernism liberated sculpture from purely representational form, allowing works of art to become their own subject, rather than needing to depict the subject of another. Prominent examples are Maya Ying Lin's non-denominational and non-representational Vietnam memorial in Washington, or Arad and Walker\'s 9/11 Memorial in New York. The Vietnam memorial, a 75-metre shiny, reflective black wall, submerged beneath the earth, permits viewers to see their own reflections in the wall as they read along the roll-call of names of the dead. Another notable example of non-representational memorial sculpture is a monument installed in 2018 in Staffordshire, England to nurses killed in the two world wars. It bears the names of some 1300 people, engraved on a sandstone globe, held up by two bronze hands. The names are of both professional nurses and the volunteers serving with the Voluntary Aid Detachments. The sculptors deliberately left space for more names to be added when they are later identified, acknowledging that the monument\'s installation is unlikely to be the end of its story, and that a century later, research is still underway to identify nurses who died in that conflict. ([@bib0005])

Lin's Vietnam memorial became known as the 'Black Gash of Shame', with Tom Carhart, a military historian and veteran describing the wall as evoking "shame, sorrow, and the degradation of all races". ([@bib0006]) Marita Sturken notes that such a "racist reading of the colour black was combined with a sexist reading of a feminized earth as connoting a lack of power" which deviated from the "traditional commemorative codes" of raised white stone monuments and appalled some critics. ([@bib0001]) It is notable that the sculptor herself was a 21-year-old woman of colour. The monument has since been added to with other, representational sculptures being sited nearby: one of three male soldiers, erected in 1984, and then later the Women\'s memorial (depicting nurses on the battlefield), unveiled in 1993.

The memorialisation of the 1918 influenza pandemic, which at around 50 million deaths had a higher mortality than the First World War, was so subdued that public memorials to that crisis are all but absent. Historian Rebecca Onion has reflected that, when looking side-by-side at the memorialisation of the contemporaneous crises of the First World War and the so-called Spanish Flu, it appears we seem "to prefer stories that celebrate heroic achievement to those that memorialize acts of caregiving." ([@bib0007]) But who is that "we"? Is it *we the bereaved* or *we the public*, or is it rather *we the powerful?*

While most of those cast as heroes of the world wars were men, and while doctors or so-called "medical men" had come to command public respect, power and economic privilege by the early 20th Century, it was women, in the burgeoning profession of nursing, who had the most important role in the influenza outbreak. Doctors and soldiers suddenly had diminished control and influence; men were not the 'heroes' of the pandemic.

The word 'hero' has a contested etymology, with one of its possible routes (hḗrōs) referring to male military power, and another (servo) denoting saving, or protecting. Were the deaths of the women of the 1918 pandemic harder to memorialise because they were not this former, traditional type of hero but rather the latter? Was it that the perceived weakness of women was not seen as worthy of memorialisation? Or was it that this different sort of strength, exhibited by a group of women from all over the Commonwealth becoming professionalised, who had previously been barred from this kind of labour, felt threatening to the male establishment? Frances Hayward, an American nurse writing during the pandemic in 1918 spoke of "another disease... being fought, a disease from which the nurses were suffering as well as the patients... the plague of class feeling." ([@bib0008]) Her radical account of social inequity brought into focus by the global outbreak of a virus, and of the terrible working standards of nurses, is reminiscent of the political struggles of health workers which have been exposed during this 21st Century pandemic.

The true story of nurses' deaths during this pandemic is complex and nuanced, and they are not alive to tell it. It is not inevitable that the idea of the 'sacrifice' of nurse 'warriors' becomes cemented in the collective cultural memory and depicted in memorials to the dead. But it is likely that this is the course that the remembrance of nurses will take if politicians remain in control of the narrative.

Souhami records Cavell\'s final words in an exchange with her minister as partly a dispute about memory. The minister says: "We shall remember you as a heroine and a martyr," and Cavell replies "Don\'t think of me like that... Think of me as a nurse who tried to do her duty."

Nurses who died while trying to do their duty -- Cavell, the nurses in Vietnam, in the twentieth century world wars and in the 1918--19 influenza pandemic - were failed by a political elite which misrepresented them or deliberately forgot them. We can\'t let this happen again. And we won\'t.
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